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Introduction

As atool of communication, handwriting is a means for recording and

conveying thoughts: the emphasis is upon what a pupil writes. In handwriting

or penmanahip'instruction, however, the emphasis is necessarily upon how a

person writes: the main concern is the legibility and efficient production

of written symbols. In itself it doesn't influence the quality or validity

of that is written; muddy thoughts and insipid ideas are no better for

being written le,;ibly. It is important, however, that we develop skill in

hhndwriting to the point where the very process of writing itself does not

detract from the thinking that needs to accompany intelligent-communicaV.on.

The how and what of handwriting are in phase when pupils' writing

sufficiently rapid and legible-to meet''their needs in all nstructional t.

areas. Similarly, it is important that facility in handwriting be developed

to the point where the.!Ithought-getting" process of the reader is not

interrupted by the.problem of decipherimi the symbols which have been

transcribed.

The purpose of this research paper is to investigate the state of the

art of handwriting and for penmanship in the literature and current practise

to date in public education; and to draw from the available data, recommend-

ations for programme development and further action within the District

relative to handwriting in the context of the language arts programme, as

well:as the total instructional system. It is understood, at the outset,

that the study cannot be thorougbly exhaustive, but that major research is to,

be examined in detail Wherever possible. Opportunities for addkciondl re-

search in special areas may follow as deemed necessary by the users of,the

study at a'future date.

4.1



I Historical Perspectives on the/Art .

1

//
Surveys of the research d literature related to handwriting have

been reported by many scho ars and writers. The most comprehensive document

has been compiled by Wiliam S. Gray (2, p. 188-245) in his treatment of

the world literacy qu Stion fot ILA.E.S.C.O. This work looks at the total

picture, reports mador historical research and docpments the art around the

world up to 1956 Other surveys of both historic and current research and

literature areA eported by Anderson p. 9-11 p. 18 -28), Herrick

(moo, p. 248-.58), Horn (82, p. 168 -177) Otto and Anderson (119,p. 570-579);

Petty (12 pp 1-8), and Shane and MUlry (144, p. 45-60). The thoroughness

of these /works bears notation and commendation to the reader. In addition

the w .1( of Askov, Otto and Askov (9(a),,p. 101-111) has been referred to

numerous times in preparation of this paper for the 1960-70 decade. For a

7omprehensive bibliOgraphy of additional contemporary publications, one

immediately refers to Ching. Y. Suen (.1.21,p.158). In the case of

specifically Canadian sources, Sen,(154,p.46 -52) has provided ax invaluable

collation of information from language arts and handwriting manuals of the

various provinces.

76 reconsider the historical perspective of the art at this time

mould probably prove less than an expedient use of time. The documentation

cited above could facilitate greater depth of investigation by any interested

indiidual. Suffice it to say, that few writers are enthusiastic about the
O

current state of the art, and even fewer appear to be doing significant

research to subvert its demise.

A re-examination of goals in the teaching of handwriting appears to be

good place to begin. An analysis of the various writings seems to indicate

that the primary goal in teaching penmanship is to produce efficiently a free

)
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flow of ideas or easily read thoughts onto paper with a minimum of attention

to mechanics of the art. Writers need to be encouraged to write' ideas rather

than letters or words. In addition, the learner needs to know that he will

have accomplished this goal if his writing comes up to a certain standard of

legibility within a certain period of time.

In 1927 AyerON p. 45-53) listed eleven objectives.for handwriting which
4

elaborate the above primary goal.1 lie recognized legibility and speed as high

priorities, but also stressed the needs for students to want to write well,

to do so automatically, and to recognize good writing when they saw it.

Burns et al (17; p. 335) represent a widely accepted view of our times,

"the goal of handwriting instruction today is to teach children to write

legibly and with meaning ". Iamb p. 210) and,Donoghue.(281'p..246)

reiterate this statement of purpose. Ehama E. Plattor (129,1009) rends

the reader that "Present dayigoalsiirLhandwriting instruction are directed

toward the development of power to communicate effectively through written

s task is to assist pupils to develop

language". More speciPlUly, Kinney (92, p. 5) outlines the lollowing

L-----specific objectives: "The teacher'

satisfactory handwriting byn (a) providing a continuous programme of -',:quate

instruction; and (b) stimulating+ an interest in handwriting so that pupils

will put forth their best effort in all written work". Numerous other sources

could be cited which provide outlines of goals and objectives. The above

"Selection seems to summarize current statements in the literature.

.another Lpect of the retrospective vx w is the reported attitudes of

teachers and pupils to the topic. Attenti has been called to the deficiencies

in handwriting by both friends and foes f education. Many educators and

journalists are denouncing_ the inabili y to write and to communicate ideas
,

as a universal weakness in our soci and educationgl fabric. Many teachers
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have resigned themselves to accepting.unreadable scrawls, to plus or minus

score sheets, and to condoning the sloppiness which seems to have permeated
t,

much of modern society. Enstrom (21, p. 83) reminds educators of the hazards

\to mental health for alloiaing such-attitudes to proliferate:

"...a person who can't write well -- whose mechanics of hand-
writing are poor -- often avoids writing if at all possible.
This applies to both adults and pupils in school. They feel
insecure, inferior, and somewhat ashamed of their miserable
attempts. Such a feeling certainly does not encourage the
learner in free expression. The answer, of course, is effective
teaching all along the way to prevent the deficiency in the fifst
place, or to dissipate it wherever found."

The whole picture spells poor public relations between school administrators

on the one hand and business .and the home pn the other.

Parents can exert a very strong influence on their children's attitude

toward handwriting. Parents should be informed concerning the system of

writing-being taught and why it has been selected. Through a series of,parent-

teacher conferences, the teacher can help parents-understand the kinds of

assistance they cangive their children without being in conflict with

procedures used in the school. The opportunity for interested parents to

attend handwriting workshops along with teachers could build stronger

and more positive attitudes to the whole topic.. In the programme syllabus

for the New York City Board of Education (112, p. 35),'-the follOwing quote

recognizes the significance ofattitudes towards handwriting:

" Xi: handwriting, as in every other area of school work, it is
: important for children to know that. home end school are working

together. This twity gives children a sense of security as they -

:strive to develop their handwriting skill."

It would appear that modifications in the general attitude towards penJj

manship of the paying public, teachers, and students may be a major goal if

the future emphasis on programmes of handwriting instruction are going to be

successfully implemented.
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a

II The Nature of Handwriting Inttructim

'High initial teaching goals in handwriting are e senfial to secure

the end product that will sustain the pupil.in tat r schooling and in life.

Retention and support of all elementary school learnings imply a close co-

ordination -amongordination among elementary, junior high and
/senior

high schools. COMM.
'

/ \

objectives and clear understanding of these/objectives are necessary for

all teachers lest one group work counter to the others. This is just as

important among the three school level as for the teachers within any one

-

level.

' The controversey rag s in the literature:

1. When Should handwriting struction begin?

2. Should the programs be ormal or inforial?

3. Is the integration of andwriting along with spelling, reading

and language arts pro ammes providing sufficient emphasis?
4. Could incidental ins ruction cover the topic?
5. Is Utilitarian hand iting all that is needed?

The research is inconclu ive olN11 of these topics. However, the

following generalizati n AR be drawn:"

% Mackay (99, 50 -5 ) notes that,juSt as babbling and experimenting with

./

sound are necess. ry to the development-Of speech, scribbling and experiment-

ing with parts 7 letter shapes are necessary to the development of the
/,

visual and psycho- motor/ controls necessary for handwriting. This premise

is noted by Most other/writers, who recommend specific approaches to
/ /

handwriting" during Grade 1. The Addj and Wylie (1,p. 253-254) survey y,ie1cs

/
-

/

further pport to his view. In addition, most authors recommend the

7 /. /
manuscript form, althou0 some documentation for the cursive approach at

/

this e can also be found.
4

e references to' formal versus informal instruction are
/
likewise

/
/ , I

in onclusive. It can be noted, however, that the tiailit ,onal approaches

/ /

/
/

/ I
___---"

/

8



of "st okes and ovals" in isolated drill cessions appear to have no current

adv cates in the literature. Rather, formal refers to specific iessons for

ecific purposes with specific iudividuals or groups. Smith (147, p, 14)

-6-

explains the process thus byl
/

"Although children are not expected to strive to use the exact
form found in any handwriting system (manual or scale) aTi do not
have daily periods throughout the grades devoted to writIng,
lessons, they do spend some class time, in practicing better
formation of letters.

In contrast with the usual method of teaching handwriting a
few. years ago, only occasionally are these lessons in which the
entire class works on the same skill at the same time'.....

betweeritHe-extremes of individual instruction and instruction
for the entire class will be instruction to smaller groups.
formed because a number of students all need help on the same

a-aspect.

Suen(1aLp. 46) notes formal instruction is noted in several provincial

curricula, but generally refers to a consistency/Of checking, diagnosis

and remediation.from early years througli'senidr school. The Alberta curri-

culum (2, p. 22) notes that"itis the te cherfs duty to train them to re-
.

cognize and make the correct forms prO erly".

Gray (, 219) summarizes the f 'al approach by saying
"In order to attain the leve of mastery desired,
Specific features of handwri ing must be regularly repeated.
This can be done, in part, during special practise periods.
But maximum resulti will sot be achieved until the new skills
are used daily in purpo eful writing activities."

Gray (2, p. 218) also co ents on the informal approach

41usbY:
"Informal writin: activities which are highly motivated should
be supplemented arly on by special practise periods of short
duration. The rpose of these is to inculcate the basic skills

' 1-required in dwriting. In this connexion, two things need to
be kept cle ly in mind: pupils who advance-slowly in the per-
ception an mastery of the details of wordgand letters should
not be fo ced to progress more rapidly than their stage of -
develop nt justifies, and due consideration should be given
to in4 dual differences in attempting to acquire the preicribed
style/,of handwriting."
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Anderson (6) in 1962 Compared handwriting samples from 900 childrenin

England, SCotland, and the U.S. respectively, to determine whether,handwriting

quality would excel whefe a "traditional" instructional approach is
.

employed, as in Scotland. Drawing subjects from 7-, 11-, and 14 year-old

age groups, he foundrthat the English and Scottish children tended to lose

some initial advantage in quality as age increased. In fact the handwriting

in the Scottish sample tended to deteriorate after age 11, while the mean

ratings for-U.S. samples tended to increase with age. It appears, therefore,

that the "traditional" instruction, operation:ally defined as that used, in
!"1

Scotland today and in thb U.S.t earlier in'the present century, does not

necessarily produce better handwriting than modern instmctional programmes.

With respect to the integration of handwriting instruction along with

other Language Arts components, Hanigan (109, p. 8) , Vukelich (164, p. 306),

Mackay (22, p. 54) and ,opal g',(1/12, p.45) all emphasize4he need for.inte--

.gration in the instruction o listening, speaking, reading and writing skills.
uld

All the above, further empha ize the need for careful instruction in letter

formation, with allowances for individuality of personality to show through
.

without sacrificing legibility. There appears to be no statistical research

to show that using the solely integrated approach makes for better pendan-

°
Ship, however, Wedell and Borne (162, p. 174-182) found positive relation-

ships existed between 'a young child's Bender - Gestalt Test score and his

subsequent performance in iencil

Bastrom's.(M, p. 85) admonition

copying, spell'ing and handwriting tasks.

that when one becomes teachers ofc Children

rather tahan of content,
4one.tends to'give help with individual and personal

problems, may have application in this context.

Barbe and'Lucas (12, p. 208) however conclude that:

"Combining handwriting instruction-into spelling or reading
programs might be expected to produce usable handwriting skills.
In practice, hoWever, the spelling - handwriting and reading -.
spelling - hhndwriting combinations have resulted in little or no
attention to handwriting, with the ultimate results that instruction
suffers in each of the combined areas."
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In addition to the integrated approach noted above, Enstrom (a, p.308)

reminds the reader of the necessity for consdious incidental instruction
.$

at every opportunity - whether throu0 ghachalkboard or overhead projection

example) thrbugh notations on paiking papers, or. through personal and inuivi-

dual contact. With appropriate instructional support and encouragement

approach is likely lobe mO4 successful with secondary school students. .

Barbe and Lucas(12, p. 208) caution, however, that bandilritingstaught
.

. A -
a a . .

incidentally by teachers untrained in any method of teaching it other that

they know hcir to write themselves too often has'produced inoth'erwise

capable children a casual attitude toward the need for legibility. "Incidental

teaching of handwriting (often "accidental" in practice) has not been

successful in teaching legible

more appropriately used to aid

letter formation,amddentai instruction-is

in practice and reinforcement."'

.

Utilitarian writing as noted by Strickland (122, p. 64-73),.affords the

opportunity,for refinement in legibility, form, expression and grammar. It

is usually an outgrowth of classroom needs and activities and as such
-

provides excellent and.meaningfUl instructional opportunities. Utilitarian
.

a

writing, however, must be founded upon formal instruction. and independent.

practice appropriat6 to the ability and stage of development for each

individual student.

In summary, the'ttaditional,approach to penmanoihip seems to have been

replaced by less formal approaches which require times l'Or formal instruction

to both individual and groups of various sizes. The need for Systematic

and purposeful practice after appropriate introduction has been emphasized

in relation to the integration of the function of handwriting in meaningful

language arts programmes.
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Methods.and Approaches-to Instruction

A.-Theories of Learning ,

In more recent years, approaches to the field of,ha4dwriting

./
have taken cognizance of recent developments in learning theory . Foemany

-, e ,
.

years, the major concerns were with the age of the learner,
J
and his motiv-

'ation. Both these factors Still have considerable impact for any programme.

/.

Kinney (92, p..5), Bell (123 p.:'1g6) and Freeman (52, p.2). all emphasize

the effect of child's growth and development.on writing /achievement. Foxier

(, Pe 886-894) (2i., P. 1021-1030) (54,16 61-69), in a Series of articles,

' .

contends that since handwriting is-a type of perceptual- motor learning,

methods of instruCtion..ihoad reflect ,awareness cf perceptual. development.

in theaearner (whether child or aduitL Filrner argues that perceptual
iT

, .

development is a learned process which must necessarily involve movement as
,

well as visual and auditory st' ation.

o Birch and Lefford (14, p.../160 have 'shown that intersensory

integration, particUlar the ability to integrate visual and kinesthetic

infOrmation, is hi y and significantly correlated with the ability of

5-, 6- and- 7- year olds to copy a,visual image. Thus, teaching the child'to

integrate "fferent sensory modes Could lead to increased handwriting skill. .

Apparently the majority of the research in this area has been

%

done with primary children. No research was uncovered which\elated current,

thepries of learning to handwriting instruction in later years.

B. Readiness and Preparation for Writing,

The development and the assessment of readiness for, handwriting

has received little attention in instructional programmes and in the pro-
.

fessional literature according to Wright-and Allan. (169, p. 430). Barbe

and Lucas (12, p. 209) contend that the readiness phase for ,handwriting is

12
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as important as a sound readiness program in reading: Gray (57, p.211)

interprets Maria Montessori's views.on readinesb:

" A child acquires mental readiness through experiences
that reveal the value of handwriting and promote interest in
learning to write. Be acquires motor readiness through activities*
that enable him to- learn to hold the writing to.ol and to engage in
the simplest writing movements."

Grarprovides additional details of methods used around the world,to help

6hildren bridge the readiness gap, but notes that little systematic thought
=

or research on how this task can be accomplished, s recorded.

Hirsch and Niedermeyer (80. p. 81-86) studied the effects of tracing as

a means of encouraging readiness. They corcluded that the ability to dis-

criminate letters does wit' seem to transfer to the formation of letters.

Foerster, (46, p. 451-''3 makes an ardent appeal to teachers of early

school years to discourage tracing as an undesirable practice,except for

children who need tactile and kinesthetic reinforcement. Hirsch (80, p.86)

documents similar research in this statement:

"...it may be unwise for teachers to spend valUable time having
their students discriminate between correct and incorrect letter
forms, since letter discrimination ability does not seem to trans-
fer to letter formation,performance."

Donoghue (28, p.251-55).recommends the ten basic factors in assessing read-

iness for instruction. Wright and 'Allen (169,.p.431) remind the reader that

these factOrs can be assessed by teachers, not controlled. The degree to

which the teacher understands the factors, and can assess their development

will influence the type of programme and the speed with which it may be

--introduced to the individual students.

Ebersole (29, p. 145), Anderson (6, p. 178-179) and Lebrun (96, p.206)

make numerous recommendations regarding techniques for assessment for read-

:mess whith merit further-investigation.



Groff (60, p. 208 ) attempts to dispell another rnitli relative to readiness

and maturation:

"... the above evidences of the quality of children's handwriting
in 1915 and 50 years later, and of the legibility of children
versus adults, gives little support to the notion that because
children's fine motor skills "increase rapidly in speed and accuracy
up to the age of 13 and then more slowly untirthe age of 17"
(Burrows, , p; 252) that improvements in the legibility-of these
growing children will keep pace: While it sounds reasonable to
say that as the nervous system matures and motor control improves,
the quality of writing should show comparable improvement,"(Boyd,
p. 46-4/) unfortunately this is not the case beyond grade 3."

It would seem that Groff is reminding all teachers that they cannot follow /

the maxims "Give him time and he'll grow out of it". It behooves educations

to devise instructional programmes appropriate to the readiness and maturity

of the writer learner at ali levels of develOptent.
-

With respect to the sequence of skill development, Herrick's (69,vp:)

extensive 1960 survey of the instructional practices advocated by 19

commercial systems.revealled many common practices. No general concensus re-

garding sequence was observed, although in general, letters classified by

similar shapes were introduced together (eg. straight line, slant line, circle).

The greatest variation came in upper case cursive and number forms. Noble

(116, p. 513-517) generally confirmed the same observations. Numerous pro-

grammes are available; the decision to follow one particular sequence or

, pattern should involve all instructional levels.

C. Styles of Penmanship

In the literature there is the usual divergence among 'Oducatu,.5

as to who is "right" with respect to style. From the, point of view of method-

ology, some resolution is important if an over-all instructional programme

is being considered. The three main issues are clearly identified:
1. Vertical vs Slanting

- 2. Manuscript vs Cursive
3. Personal choice
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Freeman ( 1 p. 25) contends that the issue concernini vertical

writing has been pretty well settled in favor of writing with a moderate'

slant as the most widely adopted style both in the opinions of thoge who

have done research on. the subject and of supervisors and textbook writers.

As to manuscript writing, opinions and practice are not nearly .

so clear cut. Theorists are divided into three camps. The following out-

line cites the areas and,some researchers who have written in their area

of concern. No effort is made here to detail the various arguments.

Further study can examine each in detail if needed. The camps include:

1. those who would use cursive =elusively
Ashley (9, p. 162-173)

2. those who would use manuscript writing exclusively

Anderson (4, p. 9-17) Alberta (23 P. 25) Toronto (160,

p. 45) Plattor ( 1009) Harris (66 vp)

Hildreth (78, p.3-13) Templin (157, p. 38'6-389)

3. those who would use manuscript writing in the first two or

three grades and then change over tascursive. ------

Barbe and Lucas (12, p. 209) Etqbicoke(132, p.66)

New Brunswick (111, p._101)-Alberta (2, p.'25)

Ninkoff (105,_p 203-204) York'(170, 7P. 19)

Toronto (T15, p.45) Nova Scotia:7- , p. 9)

Quebec (1-547 p.32) Gray (57, p. 259-272)

Niemann I115, p. 963)

For the foreseeable future, camp 3 seems to be in the majority..

the transition to cursive writing is likely to continue. The tradition of

'cursive writing is strong. Otto'and Rarick (122,-p. 211-216) studied the

effect of four different transition times -- ranging from early second

-to late third grade -- upon subsequent performance in handwriting, spelling

and reading, and concluded that when the transition is made is less im-

portant than what is offered in the instructional programme.

Horton (83, p. 446-450) draws to the attention of the readers

.
various studies related to illegibilities and the specific analysis of same

since 1927. In this particular study the analysis deals with sixth grade

1 ,)
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Students. The results could be extremely useful in developing preventative

and for remedial instructional strategies to deal with these malformations

thoroughly and efficiently.

For the advocates of personal choice style Smith (146, p. 398)

sums up,the message, thusby:

"Few adults write according to the method by which
they were taught. Though they spent endless hours in school
practicing specific forms of letters, they abandon these
letters as soon as they are outside the range of vision of their
teacher. If the form being practiced does not come easily for
the writer,-he adopts a more efficient but (hopefully) still
legible style. His personality affects his handwriting and it
becomes different from that of anyone else."

In each case, the personal choice advocates are generally referring to the

need to allow and encourage individuality and personal preference to show

thiough once the proper letter formations and legibility standards have been

internalized.

D. atent of Time for Instruction and Practice

With respect to the time available for handwriting instruction

two studies are most prominent. Herrick and Okada (76, p. 17-32) surveyed

approximately 600 school systems in 1962. Their results, show that 98% of the

teachers indicated that they did in fact teach penmanship. Most schools

rPnorted a seperate handwriting class - period of approximately 15 - 20

minutes five (5) times per week in grades 1-4 and three (3) times per week

in grades 5 -8. Most schools also reported that they incorporate handwriting

instruction in a meaningful context in conjuction with subject matter areas.

Only one-fifth (1/5) of the schools reported, that they individualized in-

struction.

Fred King (90,p. 483-486) also in 1960 surveyed 6$ systems in

4 midwestern states and discovered that 14 different handwrit' g systems were

in use.
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In 1973, Addy and Wylie (1, p. 253-24) reported on their

A.C.E.I. survey with the following results
-

from 400 Kindergarten throurh

Grade Three teachers in ten U.S. states and.Britiah Columbia. Their 03-

servations were as follows:

1. The average daily time alloted for formal instruction varies from
11 to 20 minutes per day.

2. Schools in the western U.S. and Canada indicate that they spend
slightly fewer days and less time on handwriting instruction -than
do those in eastern and middle U.S.

3. The first grades spend the most time on handwriting instruction
4. The entire class is taught at one time in the mdjority of

schools (87% rural; 72%

In his survey of

as follows:

Canadian scene, Yuen (154f p. 48) reports

"Although handwriting should be practised frequently,
the individual training session shotId be brief and interestingL
The Nova Scotia manual recommends a daily practice period of
10 -.20 minutes. The Alberta manual recommends 60 - 75 minutes,
per week of training divided into several-daily periods. The
Toronto manual suggests two - 10 minute periods daily. The York
manual 'als'o recommends thsime schedule for Grade I but shorter
periods for upper grades4lus extra time for remedial work when
necessary."

Spalding (149, p. 46) notes that small errors prevent children

from learning to write easily, legibly, and neatly. They require careful

and continued teaching of all the techniques. Bell (13, p. 128) re-enforces

this concept by recommending that every teacher see that each pupil is

given planned systematic guidance as well as "on-tile-spot-in-daily-work"

assistance in understanding and practicing the basic factors that go into

the writing act.

The emphasis would appear to be as much on the diagnostic,

systematic and individualized instruction as it would be on the amount of

time allocated. Each of these elements needs to be carefully balanced to

maintain a high level ofstudent interest and motivation.
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E. Teaching Tediniques and Procedures

Each of the_provincial manuals,
/
Ale majority of language arts

text-books, and all commercial manuals-andistyle books treat t his topic in.

great detail. The specifics vary accorni g to the system being advocated.

. Only a limited amount of research is a /ailable to be reported on this aspect.

.,..

Only one study; Wiles (167, 412-414) has been reported deal-
. .., /

ing with tAe effects of different kinds of pap er oh the quality.of writing

of children was found, and it Was done in 1943. Be found that the size' of the

handwriting tool and the widths of the ruled paper had no significant effedt-.

on writing performance.

BerrlEk (Z2, p. 49-50) in 1961 reported an investigation which

showed that children prefer adult pencils over beginner pencils.

Later Veal and Davidson (163, vp.) found that writing is de-

finitely effected in both quality and performance by the writer's tools

in the 1963 research. This statement was further supported byTawney

(156, p. 59-61) when she found that primary graders performed better

with ball-point pens than pencils.

In 1971, K;zesni (94, p. 821-824) reports on his exp:Crimentto

see if the introduction of the.felt pen had any advantageous effect on

the performance of third graders when compared to normal pencils and ball-

point pens. Based on his findings the following two suggestions can be noted:

1. Children in the third grade or lowe--should be
allowed to use either ball-point or felt-point
pens for writing assignments, especially compositions.

2. They should be allowed to continue tc use-their pencils
for noncreatiVe subjects such.as spelling and arithmeticr
where erasing may prove helpful, and where there seems to
be no significant difference in performance as a result of
the writing instrument.

In addition, Krzesni confirMed'the findings Wiles and Tawney repol-ted

earlier. :
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Halpin.(64, p. 267-279) also. challenges the traditional theory,

that special paper is needed for beginning handwriting. A comparison was

made of the handwriting of kindergarten children who used four different

kinds of paper in their lessons. Results indicated that the width of the

writing spaces (one inch or, inch) had no differential effect on the quality

of beginning writing. This study gives no justification for requiring begin-

ners to use paper which is different from the kind they will use as adults

for handwriting.

While the research data with respect to materials and tools

is scant, some data has-been provided to encourage a re- examination of

current practice.

Only limited research is available regarding the effe

0 various body part positions on writing performance: Finger mo

arm movement have both had their heyday andinfluence on the art. Smith

(146, p.397) and Freeman p. 15-18) present-reasoned pleas foe move -'

ment which is natural, comfortable and practical.

Lurcat (47, p. 209-231) found that the posture was the most

important 'factor affeCting the slant of the line,

Callewaert (21,\p. 39-52) theorized on the advantages Of a

modified grip, holding the pen between middle and index finger instead,, of

thumb and index finger: Statistical data is not available on this approach,

especially with respect to muscular tension.

Posture is generally well tilted in most commercially produced

manuals. Here carefhl observation and reme iation by the teacher can_avert

the development of bad posture habits.

F. Components of Legibility

Legibility is the overall objective in handwriting instruction:

, ;
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It is commonly defined operational terns: writing which is easily read-

and easily written. Be ause there is no standard alphabet, there can be no

precise-definition.

The features of legibility can'be roughly categorized as:

1. Slant
2. Spacing
3./Size, heights and proportion

. 4. Alignment and balance
5. Quality of line,orpressmre-
6. Straightness
7. Margins
8. Speed

0

Here, too, there is remarkably little research reported on
,

any of these aspects. Burns (jr, p. 355-6) and Rondinella (, p. 531-32)
1-

both contend that letter formation is the chief factor affecting legibility.

Bell (, p. 127), however, give's the most comprehensive summary of what should
-9

be, examined when judging legibility according to each of the first seven cat:-

egories; She emphasizes that all factors need to be considered in individual

diagnosis and evaluation of samples.1

Smith (148, p.8) a noted graphologist,

suggests that the overall impression generated by the harmony, connectiveness,
1, .

grace and flow of the symbols are also important standards.

With respect to speed, Freeman (2, p.4) reminds thd researcher

that speed can only be accomplished with practice, and can only be.maintained

with 6oAtant.use. It is imperative .that proper technique has been mastered

befoie speed is increased. Some writers blame the.present state of poor pen-

\

.,

mkship on the pressures placed on young students to produce quantities of

.

written work rather than quality of thought and symbol. e.g. Allen (2,p.
)

424-429) and Divoky'(27, p: 72-76).

It would appear that one of most important elements connected

rith legibility is the ability of an individual to be abl to compare hj.s

calligraphy with master samples or standards, and in /so doing diagnose

it

2 .
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,aspects which merit further attention and remediation. When a penman

reaches this stage of devolopment and maturity, one can feel confident

that the instructional process has been successful.

/

o
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IV I Handedness: Sinistral, Dextral Imbidextrous

Over the decades, controversey bias raged over handedness, whethee it is

natural trait or a learned habi, and whether one should be changed, in

*fact forced to change, from left to right hand writing positions. Many

peOple can remember the sever reprimands and punishment they have received

a

while being forced to adopt/the right-hand position. Work of psychologists

s /
and physiologists in this area of dominance have had significant influence

-

on changing educational thought.(Freeman 52, Pp.21). The most reasoned (andr.
most frequently recommended) position to take is that the teachers from a

childls early years should attempt to discover his preference, his native

preference. It is highly unlikely that the child will be equally skilled

-'with both hands; hoWeler, if this were the case, a right hand preference

Should be encouraged. (quo 121, p.-353). Similarly, eye preferences can

be checked and gbserved by the teacher to identify natural tendencies:.
.

Membly 162, p. 107). Parents need to be involved in the discussions,

observations and decisions related to preferences and any changes involved.

Similarly parents need to be encouraged and assisted in helping their child7

ren practice only one pattern in the knowledge that handednes's is natural '

1

and individual.

The New York manual (112, p. 29) notes "The co-operation of the homelis

. /

- enlisted asearly as possilpIe and with understanding and in a relaxed atmos-
,

phere , the child can learn to write without developing awkward mannerisms. It

One of the definitive works on left handed writers and their instruction
4

has been done by Enstrom(41, 573-577). His report done in 1962 deals/with

the relative efficiency of various approaches to writing with. the left-hand.

, c
Comparisons of left - and right - herded subjects handwriting performance

\ .

.

have been made in a number of studies. Reed and SMith
-

.036, p. 275-288) ex-..

amihed the speed and quality-of work done by 10-,12-, and 14- yearLolds

22
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using subjects of both hands. No significant difference due to handedness

-

were found .on speed. of writing, either on a'repetitive passage or on a copied

prose piece. Likewise, no significant quality preference was noted by the

judges. Groff (64, p. 368) andagain in (63, p.95) confirms these findings.

These observations are useful documentation for parents who are concerned

that their child is not writing normally when .his preference is other than

theirs. It is also useful data to share with sinistrals to encourage them

to work on technique whiCh builds their own confidence and appreciation for

the quality of the finished product.

Iewi (97,4786-87) in 1964 analyzed the ability of first graders to

copy the manuscript alphabet and found that the left-handed children made

more errors than right- .handed children before formal instruction. After

instruction, however, no significant differences were found in the total

her of errors, although left-banded subjects made slightly more reversal

and inversion errors.
. 1

Perhaps teachers need to heed fairly recent admonitions to make special

provision for left-handed writers. Croutch (26, p. 283-284) presents sugges-

tion about the correct position for the body and paper for both left- and right

handed writers. The New York manual '(112, p."29) notes the following points

C

emphatically:

"A.left-ianded child will learn to write easily, rapidly,

comfortably, and legibly under suitable conditions. The teacher

helpsto remove some emotional pressure from the child by not mak-

-ing__himfeel that he is the cause of undue trouble to berm
iithere-is-more-than.one left - handed' child in the class,

it is advisable to have thew seated d-hear each other..:)

Kinney(92, p.29) provides the following specific.filirection for

work with leftieS:

"Correct' placement of paper is'the Main adjustment

the left-handed writer has to make. For manuscript writing,

the bottom of the paper would be parallel to the bottom edge
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of the desk,. just as for the right-handed writer.jbr cursive
writing the pupil.iust be taught to tilt his paper at the opposite
-angle from that of the right-hander. That is, the bottom right
hand.corner of the paper should be pointed at the body so that
the writing arm will be perpendicular to the bottom edge of the
paper. It is hard to write in the upside-down style if the paper
is placed in this position... '

Ehcourage left-handed writers to develop a writing slant
which feels natural and good. Some will find it easier to use
vertical stroke."

For further particulars oxispecial attention, one ie referred to the

personal experiences described by Ramos (222.,p. 83-8Y) and by Foerster

(!!! p. 214) both of whom provide specific and practical suggestIons for

instruction and remediation.

Otto (121, P. 353) reminds educators that left-handers (and right-handers

too) left to their own,devices frequently develop awkward appicaches,

including "hooked" positions becaUse they are attempting to imitate their

colleagues: With a minimum of instruction, they; too, can learn to write-,,

comfortably and well. Be notes that
,..,

"Insofar as possible, handwriting instrution to both
left- and right-handers in a single group shot14 be avoided and
left-handed children should be seated together in order to
prevent theii emulating the movements and positibns of.right-
handed pupils.,

...Again, insofar as it is possible, the teacher should
attempt to show the left-handed chilevii-kat ,to do rather than
merely tell him... A right-handed teacher needs to expand some

Ls
anenergy, 'Loth physi al and psyckiolggical, if he hopes to_pnderstand

and to help the le handed,pupil."
.5.

Foerster,(112, p. 214) a.1 17,po endithatinteam teaching" handwriting

with a left-handed colleague may he resolve tome demonstration problems,

and provide greater empathy betweei teacher and learner. It might also be

praetiCal to train a lefthande eacher-aide-or older child to demonstrate

(%-
as a good model for position of/body, hand and paper.

In addition, many writers urge the use of the chalkboard for practice,

/
where supeivision-can be more closely-done, where greater freedom of movement

/,

2,4



is allowed, and'where good left to right orientation can be watched carefully.

Seireral writers note that sinistrals need desks which are comfortable,

with left arm.rests, and slightly lower than for right=handers of the same

height, so they can see what they are writing. Lighting should be adequate

and over the right shoulder so that the hand will not cast a shadow over the

writing surface.:'-_..

Regardless of the handedness of the student, there Is no substitute for

careful teackiiiiand attention to details during the early years so that

children will avoid forming habits which are not conductive to legibility

4 fluency.
.1.

m: spite of these best teaching efforts the standard position for good
. . %

.4., \

writing feels Wrong for many lefties. They will write their own way inspite

A
of instruction, particularly-in the early teen years. .

Drummond (109, p. 15) adds .the following concludiAlg note:

"Good citizens write legibly 7 and it is better to have a
co-operative, enthusiastic lefty who writes legibly upside-dowd
than to have,a disgruntled, antakonistic, lethargic lefty, with
a properly placed wrist, who does not ohoose to write at all."'

2J
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V Special Learning Disabilities

Considerable research and documentation. in the past, decade has een

carried out relative to the handwriting needs, abilities and tedhniques appro-
.

priate for children with specific learning disabilities and for person with

mental handicaps. The scope of this paper does not permit detailed disc scion;

however, the following outstanding references are noted.
. .

The majority of the articles appearing in the fail 1968 issue of Acade

1

'Therapy have been compliled by Arena (8) and provide exceptional theoretical

and practical treatment of this topic. It should be required reading for any

teacher working with children in this category..

. .

The following additional references are indicators of the scope-of some
. .

..

current reporting in the field.. The teacher who 'works ih thin area should
.
.

be encouraged to pursue these and other professional articles.

EbElravy, .

Anna,'"Handwriting and the Slow learner,"Ammtaa_
Rnglish, 1964 vo. 41;'p.^865-868.

Bnstrom, Erick A., "Out of classrooT; handwriting for the retarded,"

Exceptional children,, 1966 vol. 32 pl 385-388

Parres, Richard IL, "The Body midline as a psychoeducational variable

affecting the handwriting habits of mentally retarded child-

ren," Dissertation Abstribis, 1969 vol. 29, no. 10 p. 3468-

3469

.

Chapman, L.J- and K. Wedell, "Perceptual motor abilities and 'reversal.

errors in children's handwriting "Journal of Lealminc, Disabilities,

June 1972 Vol. V, no. 6, p.-321-330.

McNees, Margaret C. et al, t! Modifying cluttered handwriting," Academic

Therapy 1972, Vol. VII, no. 3, is; 293-295.

Mullins, June, et al., A handwriting model for children' with learning

disabilities." Journal of Learning Disabilities, Nay 1972,

Vol.' V, p. 58-63.1

Hanson, Irene W- "Teaching remedial handwriting," Language Arts,'

P. 428-431+.

Fauke, Joyce et al, "Improvement 61 handwriting and letter recognition

- skills: a behavior mdification procedure," Journal of Learning

Disabilities, 1973 Vo. VI, no. 5, p. 296 -300.



-

CLrter, John L. and Donald Synolds, "afgcts of relaxation training
upon handwriting quality," Journal of Learning Disabilities,
April, 1974-vol. VII, no:4, p. 236-238.

No attempt hab been made to be all inclusive; rather, to provide initial-
.

suggestions '4th. diverse points of view. It is hoped that what is offered

here will be tried, explored, varied, expanded, and creatively used'to help

---,all Children, including those with special needs.
.

r.
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VI Evaluation: The Process and Its Implications.

The, success of the handwriting instructional programmes is constantly

' being evaluated by the consumer public,and by parents in general. The

yardsticks of measureninent are frequently tradition.aad memory. This section

will attempt to /treat the_following components of the evaluation,process:

A. Diagnosis
B. Scales and Measurements
C. Remediation
D. Grading, and Influence on Marks
E. Standards.

Efforts will be made to locate relevant literature and validated research on

each aspect, in the hopes that recommendations for local programmes can

evolve.

A. Diagnosis?,

That great differences exist in every aspect of.uriting is Shown by every

study that has been examined. This can be seen most readily in the features

of writing that can be most easily measured, namely, speed-, quality, and

legibility. The classroom teacher's problem is to.know what do do, and what

to avoid, especially in causes which are natural rather than learned.
.

Freeman, (21, 20) suggests the diagnosis of some faults depend upon

the child awareness of same, and in other cases in the teacher's ability

to cause a child tobe aware of them. He specifically mentions faults in

the way one writes that have to do with posture, position and movement. TheA.

subtler matters of rhythm, speed of movement, and ease and lightness of

.movement are best shown by example. Corrective training is usually not

effective unless the pupil recognizes'his defic:;.encies and is eager to be

helped. (regardless of age).

Mann, (103, p. 133) provides the most Concise categorization of difficul-

ties in handwriting which teachers may. use as a guide in analyzing writing
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'samples and diagnosis of writer problems. He outlines the following student-.

based difficulties :

t.

1. Lack of readiness for beginning writing may be a factor in that the
child may exhibit fine motor dysfunction of the 'hands and fingers or poor
eye hand co-ordination.

2. The learner may have a visual acuity problem and need glasses.
3. The child cannot grasp the pencil correctly or has an awkward writing

position. Be may hbve Crippled hands or an undetected spastic condition.
4. The student may not have'establidhed a dominant hand (even after

second grade). He may be switching from left to right.
5. The learner may have difficulty retaining visual symbols rather than

poor visual-motor co-ordination.
6. The student may, have an emotional problem which can easily show up

in deteriorating handwriting. Be could be physically ill. (See also Smith 148,
p. 4-5 and Tenaglia 151, .p: 775)

7. The child may havb no interest in writing and be unwilling to practice.
Be may exhibit indifference to establish minimum standards..

In a siloilar vein; Mann continues by outlining the following programme-

based difficulties:
1. The child may have been started in,a formal writing program before he

was ready. Possiblyshe is still undecided as to which hand to use.
2. There Fuld be insufficient interest on the part of the student due

to undifferentiated group drill. The. wrong positioning of the paper may
be a factor. rt

'3. Not enough care taken with initial teaching may have been a factor,
and the child was allowed to practice errors. Too much practice done without
supervision can cause difficulties._

4. A poorly planned transitional 'program from manuscript to cursive writing
may be the cause of the problem in the older child.

while the above lists deal in broad categories,other writers have looked

t

'et more specific kinds of problems which need diagnosis from both the student

and the programme points of view.

Horton (83, p.446) cites the following historical work on diagnostic topics,

especially related to illegibilities.

"In: 1927, S.L.Pressey.published the results of a pioneer
inveptigation in the field of specific analysis of illegibilities.

'

In 1932, T. Ernest Newland analyzed the illegibilities in the
development of handwriting from the lower grades to adulthood.
Lewis and Lewis reported the results of a 1960 study in which they
analyzed the errors in the formation of manuscript letters by
children in first grade." -

Application of the Newland findings would olve the diagnosis and re-
,.

mediation of problems peculiar to each child, the assumption being that by

2.;)
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Correcting specific illegibilities the general quality and speed of the

handwriting would be improved.

Boyle (16, p. 642) compared the handwriting achievement of 312 children

/ in grades 4-6 who were enrolled in control and experimental classes. In the

eXperimental treatment instruction, vas planned on the basis of diagnostic

treatment. Though theie were no significant differences be-hTeen the two

groups obtained on gross measures, bnt the experimental subjects eliminated'

significantly more errors in the siz;:,slant and formation of letters. The

_-
results of this study again give evidence that pupils can improve theirhand-

writing if they are taught by an individualized diagnostic approach.

4!.?

Tagatz et al (125, p. 234-239) used two studies to'lcompare the,e fects

of three instructional strategies with third and fourth graders. Ale wo

approaches that stressed individualisation and diagnostic methods produced

'statistically greater igains n legibility than a formal approach. -

tn conclusion, one might observe that only when the learner knows and

1

understands.what he is trying to achieve in handwriting can he participate

profitably--in evaluation. And only through evaluation and systemaiic.diagno-

;;-.,

sis can he understand how to work toward self-improvement. Evaluation srthe

link between the student's understanding of the techniques and the achieving

of the handwriting goals in the learning proCees.

B. Scales and Measurments

The first handwriting scale, The Thorndike Scale for Banduriting-(Teachers,

College Press),-was developed by E.L. Thorndike. The scale includes handwriting

at 15 different-quality levels, ranging from vary poor, barly legible to beau4

tifully formed writing of a quality that might, serve as a model in a penmanship

manual. The criterio used in developing these samples included some considerag

tion of beauty or pleasing quality as well as absolute clarity and uniformity

of line and form.

30
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In 1912, a scale developed by L.P. kers appeared designed for'use in

k grades 2 through 8 and presented 8 quality levels. His criterion was read-
,.

ability rather than Thorndike's "general merit".

In 1915 (revised in 1959) Freeman developed a scale to meet the following

specifications:

(1) a series of scales, one at each grade level from 1 through 8
(2) national scope
(3) ratings on general merit, with the primary emphasis upon
legibility and form;and
(k) scale specimens selected to show balance in all elements
of form - spacing,..alignment,'letter formation, and uniformity
in size and slant.

The scale consists,of five quality levels at each grade level; grades 1E42

done in manuscript style and 3 through 8 in cursive style.

P.V. West in 1926 developed Still another scale'(reviSed in 1957 by

the Palmer Company) which included also a speed criterion,with 7 quality levels

per grade.

Apparently the scales describdd above are the ones most wide.* used for

purposes pf providing samples and rating the quality of production.

Such scales have several limitations. Primarily, they show stages of

"perfection" to which orie can aim. For the grerage classroom there would ]/f o-
. A- %

'bably be numerous levels,between each pair Of specimens where student& work

"-could be categorised. The-measurement of day-to-day improvement within

scales is the desired aim. It is"most realistic to show him where he is now

and how he is progressing from there on a continuum to better work. Any one
ft

of the above scales can serve, once a minimum standard has been set,_fer a

district, for a school and for a classroom as a screening device for'locating

_pupils who heed remedial assistance and encouragement.

Rondinel1A p. 109) found that teachers who were not trained or ex-

perienced in the use of the above scales were subjective in their ratings of

handwriting samples.
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When asked to state their criteria used in making their judgments, the

teachers named 14 categories, of which only 5 were considered in the widely

used Freeman scales. One might conclude from this that teachers need training

in using scales, as diagnostic, measurement and prescription devices. It"may

be assumed that once the training and prattice has internalized the concepts,

ratings could continue with less dependence on the scales..

The features of handwriting Which are most important and which can be

measured with reasonable accuracy are speed and quality. Both classroom

teacher and principal Should be aware of the values and limitations of such

measurement' also. as a diagnostic to build and revise more effective and effi-
,

cient school programmes of both a formal and informal nature.

C. Remediation

The fundamental principles of good writing are the same'for allgrades.

In the upper 'elementary grades the tendency appeai.sto be the use of hand-

. 'writing periods for remedial purposes - - that is diagnosis and correction

of faults that have been revealed in pupil's daily work. This practice is

based on the assumption that teachers are knowleOgeable about the standards' -

used in the system; tliat they have internalized the key points of quality

outlined in rating scales'and Standards; and that sufficient time is provided

for an indimidualized approach. A further assumption is that the students have

been taught the proper techn:4xes of legibility.

It is nature that no two pupils mill write exactly, alike. Uniformity should

not be expected. However, teachers who accept writing of mediocre quality ou

the pretense that it is an individuals style do neither parties a favor.

With the exception of articles written for special education learning

disabilities pr6grammes already discussed in section 1/1-one'of the most tom-

1

prehensive works on remediation may be found in Otto (121, p. 355 +).

32
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For persons interested in a detailed presentation, this section is a priority.

He outlines in particular theyork of Newland (1932)'- - a landmark study
0

on correcting specific difficulties. Aiditional studies done 14 Quant (1949;

by' Hunnicutt and Iverson (1958) and by Lewis and Lewis (196:2) are also sum-

marized by Otto and provide excellent working material.

In the case of remediation, some questions are posed by Fred King

(2.11 p. 10 with respect to the effect of poor school practices pn the hand-
.

writing it produces. For example:

1. Is too, much written Work required and-too little time
allowed for its completion? or phrased another way; Are the
written demands appropriate to the technical skill abilities
of the writers of whom they are demanded?

King comments that gtheorically" the quality of'work should not decrease

1

because the amount of work has increased. If we continue to.mainthin high

standards andinsist on quality work, thvassigaments of increasing amounts

of written work should not be a contributing factor provided appropriate

transcription time is available to meet individual needs. A strong programme

u
of closely supervised instruction Implemented consistently across the elemen- f

tary school years would provide a skill level appropriate to cope in Most

cases. Silverberg (145, p.-74) on the same topic says:

If a.childwrites poorly or is anxious about Writing, cut
down the amount of writingrequired. See if teaching him to type
works better. Let him Show what he knows by telling it or dietatihg
it into a talking typewriter.. most adults write very little. Give
the kids a break-too." .

2. Does the school contribute to poor handwriting habits by
accepting poorly written work?

King's observation-is that the weakness is one that is relatedto

the total penmanship prograhme.

In many instances teachers' assume that. the total instructional programme has

been completed by about grade four and that continued formal practiCe is

33.
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unnecdssary. A total team effort across all grades and in all subjects is

imperative;

Functional learning in handwriting has a place in the busy crpwded

school day. It needs to'be sup plemented with regular handwriting lesson pe-,

riods for those children wh need them until good progress is shown in this

skill developme nt. Westbrboks 166, p. 100-106) presents a humorous and

, d -
practical way-of approaching remediAion activities for intermediate grades.

Creative teachers need to be encourages to develop handwritten instruction

,

periods, both regular and remedial., -into artistic and satisfying experiences

for all concerned. .

D. Grading, and ]nfluence on Marks

Paper characteristics such ah handwriting quality and composition

errors have been identifiefl'in research as factors significantly affecting

the grades of an essay examHormajor,written project by Chase (24, p. 315-:

318); Klein and Bart (a; p. 197-206) and Scannell and'MarShaal (141, p. 125- .

130). However the literature has not been conclubive as to the relative
f

effects of these factors on grad e's assigned.

In 1971, Marshall (104, p. 213-215) took 16 forms of an essay exam,

identical in content but differing in writing neatnesd and number ref compo-

sition errors and had them graded by 480-Secon.dar57 112) classroom teachers..

Be concluded that teachers are influenced by composition quality on essay

exams'eVen when they attempt to grade solely on .content. In addition, signi-

ficant .differences were found'between the mean grades assigned to the "neat"

handwritten paper and to the "fair" handwritten paper,.and also between the

paper containing no composition errors and those papers showing spelling and,

' grammar errors.

Based on this data, one might observe that students need encouragement

34
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to produce their most legible material for course evaluation purposes ( or

else learn to type); and secondly, that teachers should be encouraged to be

alert- in their grading procedures_to_accommo4te,the influence of the pen.:

0

manship factor. Some writers suggest on mark for content, and anther mark

for composition, including spelling, grammar and penmanship; .

E. Standards'

The standards observed across the country seem to be as numerous as the

reporters. As was pointed out in Section'B - Seales`and Measurement, the
I 0

standard

,rammes;

standard

must be set at the local leirel. Systems,can inaugurate total pro-
.

schools can "buy-in" to the package; but teachers set the final

by what they,will accept as satisfactory. (Kinney 92, p. 31).

Ultimately, one could say the learner is in control for he''sets the standard

.to which he wishes to progressi.and the teacher motivates him to reach a

goal.

Across Canada, Suen (151, p.49-50) reports considerable data prodded

through various provincial and.district,quides and official manuals. The

information ranges from generalized evaluation statemnets to specific "speed"

-quotations froth Toronto and Alberta. One assumes that each manual quoted

provides more explicit information relative -to the methods gor arriving -at

eveauatiOns using these standards.

Freeman 4-5) seeis:to have written most succinctly on the topic
--

of standards - - speed and quality. He draws on the research to provide scales

for both topics, but reminds the render that standards are necessary for

efficient performance. Standards are designed to serve as targets rather

thane barriers.

It is the reponsibility of each school (and system) to define its

standards when it outlines its objectives and goals for the programmes.



Si

In this way all participants (iiicluding.the parents) know what the minimum

expectations will

PlI
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V)1 Teacher Preperation and Training

Very little has been written concerning institutional training pro-

grammes for teachers in handwriting. In 1961,1ed King (92, p. 483-486)

found that in 680 school systems surveyed, only 9% required some kind of

traillj.ng in handwriting for elementary teachers. Rama Plattor (128, p.131A)

studie4 various types of preservice training programmes for teachers. Her

results showed a significant positive correlation towards the subjects who

received specially designed'programmed instruction over the control group.

On the basis orthis study it appears that some kind of preservice instruc--

tion should be pursued to improve the understandings and standards among

nbw teachers.

Enstrom (24, p. 309) comments-that'tgacher training could wisely in-

clude some basic instructions in chalkboard writing.for high school teachers.

In the York manual (m, p. 28-29) there is a specific section on blackboard

writing for teachers. It urges them to write very carefully using consistent

iletter forms at a reasonable speed. This is critical since students tend to

imitate the teacher's model. (Quebec p.31).

Some school districts have taken on the reponsibility of developing(

localized training,programmes. Leadership in this field may cone from local

teacher initiative and/or from administrative support and direction. The.

degree to which standards of handwriting are a priority in the system will

ensure that such programmes be promoted and endorsed. It would appear that

teachers at all levels could benefit from refresher discussions on such topics

as purpose, methodology, standards and

priate vicual aids might be a.,valuable

of the subtler aspects of the art.
.

.

There, is no answer for combatting

motivation. The production of appro-
,

vehicle for re-kindling an awareness

any educational weakness other that
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the installation of strong programmes implemented by trained and experienced

teachers. Instructional weakness can be replaced by instructional strength.

1

te.
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VIII Summary

The ability to communicate with written symbols on paper is often a

determining factor in whether a student is able to achieve in the modern

academically oriented education structure. Many peop1.1 with otherwise normal

ability are often unable to put their thoughts on paper, not because of

thinking disorders, but rather because of writing handicaps.

Handwriting is personal and is very much a part of the student and of

-the way. he presents himself to the world. The increased stlf.:confidence en-

gendered by handwriting of which Be can be proud id'a by-product of no mean

value.

Interest, purpose, and need - - these are the motivations that lead

to readiness to write, or to change a style of writing. With.an appropriate

understanding of purpose, time will be found by both teacher and student to

follow instructions, to practise, to diagnose illegibilities, and toand

as necessary. It is.imperative.that teachers at all levels be aware

of the system being adopted and promoted in the district; that they have had.train-

ing in the techniques of handwriting in that system, including special help

for teaching writers with handedness domeinnce other than their own. Special

instruction,' assistance and resources need to be made available to both

teachers and students with special learning disabilities.

Evaluation of the process and product needs to be done both formally

and informally on, a continuing basis by both teacher and student. Standards

are to be established as targets at which to aim for perfection-, rather than

terriers to held back the less able. (

The overall objective for any handwriting-programme must be to provide
.

;-each learner with a personal and individualized tool with whichte can ex-

presshimself efficiently and effectively.
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IX Recommendations

It is recommended that the followlng actions be considered for im- 0

plementation on both a long range and short term basis according to priorities

for the handwriting improvement inth.e. syS-tem.

1. That a system-wide survey be undertaken to reveal.the present state of
the art, and to include the followingaszects:

1.1 Current professional training, courses, etc. held by teachers at al1
leiels in handwriting methodology.

.
1.2 Scales, models.apd standards of measurement now used for grading

and evaluation
1.3 Amount of time spent daily or weekly on .

1.3.1 formal instruction
1.3:2'individual and/or small group instruction
1.3.3 diagnosis and remediation

1.4 Degree to which instruction is correlated with
- 1.4.1 Language Arts

1.4.2 Other content subjects
1:5 What materials and tools are currently used

eg. pencil, ball-point or felt-point pens, size and kinds of
paper, etc.

2. Based on,the above data, there should be an examination of currently
available commercial programmes to identify components which would meet
the defined needs of the system

2.1. Does it accomodate current theories of learning with respect
to re-adiness, to visual, motor and perceptual needs?

2.2 Does it provide a variety of approachesp includingvisual,
auditory, tactile and kinesthetic and still maintain consistency
of standard for letter formation in each approach?

2.3 Does it offer training methods and techniques'for,both mancuScript
and cursive styles?

- 2.4 Does it provide voecialig.ed consultant or resource personnel
to assist in the introductory training programmes, and subsequent

workshops?
;

2.5 Are there performance standards for speed axidpi, -,provided with
the programme which are authenticated for the Canadian scene, and
related to the four major standard scales? .

( Torndike, Ayers,-West, Freeman).

3. Initiate a series of re-training options for the teaelerS in the system,

3.1 Co-operatively with local universities as'

3.1.1 credit programme in arts and/or education
3.1.2 non-credit'open'to the general public and of sufficient:

duration.to demonstrate results.

4
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3.1.3 an experimental research programme related to the
effects of training, etc.

3.2 Through programmes offered by the commercial firms to
3.2.1 Introduce the concepts in'a new or revised programme
3.2.2 Provide follow-up workshops for both parents and teachers

through the ERC services.

3.3 Through local resource personnel developing systematic and continuous
Workshops at either school or E.R.C.. levels for

3.3:1 70.1 teachers on the Supply List and substitute call.list,
so that they can have specific training in an art which
can be used at every opportunity they have.

3.3.2 All teacher-aides so they will be kriowledgeable and
skilled to help children with practice and model
development.

3.3.3 Groups of teachers at various locations according to their
expressed needs.

3.3.4 All consultant personnel so that they can have a thorough
understanding of the principles, and can facilitate
their integration into all areas of instruction.

4. That the system make a, commitment to one style of handwriting for formal
instructional purpose60 and th.at standards be provided to guide teachers in
the instruction.

5. That schools at all grade ievels'be urged to accept this system and to
follow it during a,specific period of time so that evaluation and measurements
can be made. q,

6. That classroom teachers be urged to make a conscious time commitment to
formal instruction on a small group basis, and to individualized diagnostic
instruction for all students each week.

7. That specific instruction be provided for persons who write on chalkboards
and overhead projectors 4th respect to letter formation and legibility.

,8. That appropriate visual materials be provided or developed to show good
models of writing form and practice.___.

9. That each_t_eaeher in the syseem become a conscious teacher of penmanship
in all content areas at all grade levels.

10. That appropriate evaluation and research projects be Undertaken on an
on -going basis on aspects outlined in this total paper on an individual
basis; through the Universities,, through the Manitoba Educational Research

'- Council, and With the Manitoba School Trustees Association.

11. That efforts,be made to keep the parents and general public informed
of work in this field, and to solicit their assistance in'its implementation,

evaluation and improvement.
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